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1. Go to My LeasePlan and Internet Quotations 
Logging in to My LeasePlan is done by surfing to leaseplan.be. Click on 'My 
account', top right, to log in to My LeasePlan. 
 

 
 
Log in with your (work-related) e-mail address and personal password. If you 
have not yet set a password, you can easily do so via 'Set a new password'. 
 

 
 
This will bring you to your personalized homepage of My LeasePlan. On your 
top right you will find the button ‘Internet Quotations’.  Click this button to 
enter Internet Quotations, LeasePlan’s calculation tool. 

 
 
Note: Internet Quotations does not work sufficiently in older versions of 
Internet Explorer. To fully use this application, we recommend that you 
upgrade to a newer version of Internet Explorer, or use a different browser 
(Firefox, Chrome, ...). 
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2. Creating a quotation 

2.1 How to create a new quotation 

2.1.1 Select a car policy, a contract and a cost centre 
Once you are logged in to Internet Quotations, you can immediately create a 
new quotation or click the ‘My Quotations’ link to go to a section where all 
your quotations are saved. 
To create a new quotation, click the 'New quotation' button:  

 
   
If the user can choose between different car policies or he is free to choose a 
policy, he must choose the relevant car policy which will then be used as the 
basis for the quotation. The car policies that are available for the user are 
displayed in a list. This step is skipped if the car policy is fixed for a user. 
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To check the details of a car policy, the user clicks in the row of the 
chosen car policy. 
 

 
Click  or click the policy description to choose one of the car policies in 
the list. 
 
                              

 
 
 
 
If the user may choose from several contracts, the following step is to choose 
a specific contract number. If this is not the case, this step is skipped 
automatically. 
The user is requested to choose the correct contract which is then used as 
basis for the quotation. The contracts that are available for the user are 
displayed in a list. 
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To check the details of a contract (note that this item may not be available for 
all users because contract details can be hidden), the user clicks the 
button in the row of the required contract number. 
 

 
To choose the contract, click or click the contract number. 
                                   

 
 
Next, choose a cost centre. If the user has a fixed cost centre, this step is 
skipped automatically. Just like choosing the car policy and contract as 
described above, the available details of this cost centre can be viewed by 
clicking the button in the row of the cost centre number. 
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2.1.2 Define mileage, duration and optional services 
After choosing the cost centre, the user is requested to choose a duration and 
an annual mileage for the calculation of the quotation. The user can also 
choose optional services if they are available (e.g. winter tyres).  
 

 
 
Note that contractual parameters and optional services can be fixed or 
unlimited, depending on the user's car policy. If they are fixed, this step is 
skipped automatically. In addition, some users have the option to choose the 
‘Mercedes 2+2’ leasing formula. If this is the case, a new button is displayed in 
the window with the contractual parameters. If ‘Mercedes 2+2’ is selected, the 
user can only choose Mercedes models in the following steps. 
 
     

 
 

2.1.3 Select a vehicle 
When the ‘Configuration’ phase is completed, the user can choose a specific 
car brand and model by first clicking the brand and then the desired model. 
The choice is shown in the 'Selected models' panel. You can select multiple 
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models of the same or different brands. In the example below, we have 
chosen an Audi A4 and a BMW 3. 
 

  
 
In addition, it's also possible to reduce the list of results by using different 
filters such as CO2 category, fuel type,    transmission type, etc. In this 
example, a manual transmission and only the 5-door version (e.g. estate) is 
selected. 
When all the elements and criteria have been selected, the user clicks the 
'Search' button to continue. The filtered results are displayed on the following 
screen in a table with all versions that correspond with the selected criteria: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                              
 
 

Selection on make 
and model 

Selection on other criteria 
(used as filters) 
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The user has several options to find a version quickly: 

• With a search feature where the user can enter the description of the 
version The user presses the Enter key and the program searches for 
results based on the words entered by the user. 

 
• Each column can be sorted by clicking the title of the required column (

 to sort versions by popularity). This feature helps the user to 
sort from large to small or vice versa, or by text (alphabetically) or by 
numbers. The default sort order is by Model and type, from small to 
large. 

• You can also use other criteria to reduce the selection, such as fuel, 
transmission, CO2 categories, standard equipment, number of doors, 
number of seats, power (in HP) of cylinder capacity. The user presses 
the Apply button and the program searches for results based on the 
criteria entered by the user. 

 
To obtain more information about the technical specifications and the 
standard equipment of a specific version, the user clicks the  link which 
is in the row of the desired version, to the right of the model and type: 
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This opens a new page with all the details. 

 

 
 
The user can click the ‘Actions’ button to check whether extra discounts or 
commercial promotions are available (e.g. temporary discount or limited 
edition) and apply to the selected version. To choose a version and continue, 
the user clicks the 'Select' button or returns to the page with all versions, and 
clicks the version name link. 
 
 

2.1.4 Add a discount 
 
The discount item is not always displayed and is not always accessible. 
Some users may not have the permission to see prices, discounts or 
promotions. If this is the case, this step can be skipped. 
 

 
The purpose of this screen is to provide an overview of all available extra 
discounts that apply to the quotations (on top of the usual fleet discount). The 
user can also add an extra discount if this applies. The 'Dealer discount' field is 
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provided for this purpose.

 
 
If an extra discount needs to be added, the user can choose from the 
following options: 

• A discount percentage on the vehicle (without options, packs or 
accessories): e.g. 3% on the catalogue price without options 

• An amount (discount in € on the total catalogue price of the car): e.g. € 
500 on the total price 

• A discount percentage on the options, packs and accessories: e.g. 10% 
on the total catalogue price of options, packs and accessories. 

Discounts can also be combined. 
 
 
When an amount or a percentage is entered, the program automatically 
selects the checkbox with the corresponding discount. This means the 
discount is calculated automatically. To cancel the discount, the user needs to 
deselect the checkbox. Note that the text description of the extra discount is 
required in order to continue with the following step. 
 

If a user has the permission to view lease prices, this item also displays a 
'budget meter" in the top right corner, so the user can check whether the 
selected version corresponds with the budget allocated in the car policy. 

 
 

 
 

The arrow of the meter indicates three different zones: 
• Green: if the quotation price is between the minimum and maximum 

budget (as defined in the car policy) 
• Orange: if the quotation price is between the maximum budget and the 

maximum budget including the employee contribution 
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• Red: if the quotation price is above the maximum budget including the 
employee contribution 

 
More information about the different budgets is displayed when the user 
hovers over the meter.            

  
In the example above, the selected car is slightly above budget (773.00 EUR 
vs. 750 EUR budget). However, the user is entitled to choose a car with a 
monthly lease amount above budget (up to 825 EUR) on the condition that 
the driver pays an employee contribution for the amount spent between 750 
EUR and 825 EUR. The monthly employee contribution is indicated in the 
orange section of the budget meter (23.00 EUR) 
 

If the current monthly lease amount is green, this means the quotation is 
within the budget, without an employee contribution. 

 
If the current monthly lease amount is red, the highest possible lease amount 
has been exceeded. If an employee contribution is not allowed in the car 
policy, then this situation occurs when the ‘Maximum’ budget is exceeded (in 
our example, for all amounts above 750 EUR). 

 
If the user has a car policy with the total driver's contribution being invoiced 
once, the structure of the budget meter changes. In this scenario with an 
employee contribution, the amount to be invoiced (including VAT) is displayed 
in the orange section under the monthly lease price. 

     
The current monthly lease amount turns red if the quotation amount is higher 
than the maximum budget including the contribution. 
 

 
Note that if the user does not have a budget which is defined in the car 
policy, the program only displays the monthly lease amount of the selected 
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version. 

 
 

2.1.5 Configure the vehicle equipment 
 
The ‘Equipment' section is not always displayed as shown in the following 
screen captures. Some users may not have the permission to see prices, 
discounts or promotions. In this case, the screen is adjusted accordingly 
and certain elements are hidden. 

2.1.5.1 Find an option, pack or accessories 
In this step, the user can configure the vehicle and add options, packs and 
accessories as long as the available budget is not exceeded. 

                            
 
The user has four ways to find an option, pack or accessory quickly: 

• He can use the search feature and enter the description of an option, 
pack or accessories in the text box. The user presses the Enter key and 
the program searches for results based on the words entered by the 
user. 
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• Each column can be sorted by clicking the title of the required column (

 to sort versions by popularity). This feature helps the user to 
sort from large to small or vice versa, or by text (alphabetically) or by 
numbers. The default sort order is by Model and type, from small to 
large. 

 

• Different categories have been created to sort the options, packs and 
accessories by type. Each category has a colour code for easy visual 
identification. To filter those elements within the same category, click 
the corresponding link to display the corresponding options, packs and 
accessories. 

 
Examples: To find metallic colours, the user clicks the 'Exterior' category; 
to find a navigation system, he can look in the ‘Audio, connectivity & 
GPS’ category. 

• Under the categories, a second row shows the following elements: 
o Only options:  
o Only packs:   
o Only tyres (wheels):   
o Only accessories:  

To return to the full list, click  
 

 
If the user chooses English as main language, most options, packs and 
accessories are translated and displayed correctly. Our database does have a 
few exceptions where some equipment items are not translated or not 
specified clearly. To avoid confusion, Internet Quotations can display a 
second language for further clarification (Dutch or French). The second 
language is displayed in italics next to the English description: 
 

 
 
 
The language can be switched by simply clicking ‘Dutch’ or ‘French’. 
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2.1.5.2 Check the contents of a pack 
You can view the contents of a pack by clicking the ‘Details’ link: 

 
 
A list is displayed under the pack description with all the different 
components (options) of the packs and with the colour codes for the different 
categories. 

 
 

2.1.5.3 Configure the vehicle 
To choose an equipment item (options, pack or accessories), click the link 

 
An easier method exists to display only the selected options. The user has to 
click  

 
The user can delete an item from the selection by clicking the  link in the 
row of the item in question, to the right of the price. After deleting an item, the 
monthly lease price must be adapted to reflect this change. 
Optional equipment (options, packs and accessories) can all be deleted at 
once by clicking the ‘Reset’ button. 
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2.1.5.4 Check that the configuration of the car is in accordance with the car policy 
The budget meter in the top right corner of the screen shows the current 
monthly lease amount when you go to the ‘Equipment’ page. When you add 
an equipment item, the monthly lease amount must be adjusted manually 
because this is not done automatically. After selecting the options, the user 
clicks the 'Calculate' button to update the monthly lease amount of the car. 

 
 
The ‘Calculate’ button is displayed in orange when the monthly lease amount 
needs to be recalculated. This indicates that an item has been added since 
the last update. The button is replaced with a button ‘Validate’  when the 
updating is finished. 

 
 
More information about the monthly lease amount is displayed when the 
user hovers with the mouse over the current lease amount in the 'Monthly 
lease price' window. 
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Besides the monthly lease amount excluding VAT, the following details are 
also displayed: 

1. The monthly lease price of the current quotation 
2. The CO2 contribution (tax) 
3. The equipment total (sum of all options, packs and accessories) 
4. The monthly driver's contribution (amount on top of the budget and 

allowed by the car policy) 
5. The monthly benefit in kind that needs to be taken into account for 

salary taxation (only indicative because it is the result of the annual 
benefit in kind divided by 12 which does not produce an exact monthly 
amount) 

6. The available balance or budget to spend 
 

 
Users may not always have permission to see lease prices or budgets. In this 
case, the budget meter is displayed without prices. However, it's always 
possible to see whether the current quotation is over budget or not. Two 
situations are possible: 

1. The current monthly lease amount remains within budget: 

 
2. The current monthly lease amount is above the maximum budget 

 
 
Other situations are possible if the user is allowed to exceed the maximum 
budget by paying an employee contribution: 
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2.1.5.5 Validate your configuration and request a quotation 
When the configuration is ready, click the ‘Validate’ button. If the button is 
grey, this means that the monthly lease amount was not updated and the 
user must click the 'Calculate' button before he can validate the quotation. 
During the validation phase, Internet Quotations checks that the 
configuration of the vehicle meets the requirements of the car policy (e.g. 
budget) and for possible conflicts between equipment items (e.g. the same 
optional item is selected twice). 
In the event of problems, the program displays a message and stops the 
quotation process. 

 
 
If the quotation is blocked, the user is requested to modify the configuration 
and correct the problem via the link in the error message. 
 
Mandatory options following the car policy are shown in an orange bar. 

 
 
These are clickable. When you click on one of these mandatory options, you 
get to see a list of options and packs which include this mandatory option. 
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When the mandatory option, as a stand alone option or as part of a pack, is 
selected, a flag will appear next to the mandatory option in the orange bar. 

 
 
Once the quotation has been recalculated and it meets the requirements of 
the car policy, the user can go to the 'Results' section. 
 

2.1.6 Check quotation results and request an official quotation in PDF 
This ‘Result’ section gives an overview of the main quotation information. 
 

 
 
To obtain a detailed quotation with all elements, click the ‘Details in PDF’ 
button. A request is sent to create an official quotation. This process may take 
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several minutes and the user is then referred to the list of quotations which 
have already been created. 
The user is informed when the PDF file is available, via: 

• An e-mail informs the user that the file is available online (this feature 
needs to be activated in ‘My profile’; see How to receive a confirmation 
e-mail when you request an official quotation in PDF?) 

• An e-mail with the PDF file attached (this feature needs to be activated 
in ‘My profile’; see How to receive a confirmation e-mail when you 
request an official quotation in PDF?) 

• A new link  in the quotation list 

 
 

Note that you may need to refresh the page in your internet browser in 
order to display the icon that indicates when the file is ready. 

 

 
The PDF file is always provided in the language used to request the PDF file. If 
the user wants to receive the PDF file in a different language, he can change 
the language and then click ‘Details in PDF’ to launch a new request. 
 

2.2 Managing existing quotations 

2.2.1 Check existing quotations 
All quotations created by a user are saved in the 'My quotations’ section. This 
is normally the first page which is displayed after logging on. 
All quotations are listed and by default sorted in chronological order. The user 
can sort the quotations by other criteria, such as Brand, duration, km/year, 
monthly lease, etc., by clicking the title at the top of each column. 

 
To gain access to a quotation, the user clicks the link of the brand and model. 
 

2.2.2 Delete an existing quotation 
If necessary, a quotation can be deleted from the list by clicking  
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Then he must confirm that he wants to delete the quotation in a second step. 
Clicking the ‘Delete’ button deletes the quotation permanently. To cancel the 
deletion action, click the 'Back' button to stop deleting. 

 
 

2.2.3 Check the number of quotations that a user can create 
The Internet Quotations program has a feature to limit the number of 
quotations that a user can create. To consult this limit and the number of 
created quotations, the user clicks 'My Profile' to view the following 
information: 

 
Note that the current number of quotations includes the quotations that have 
been deleted by the user. 
 

2.2.4 Trace old quotations 
A quotation remains valid for 30 days. After this period, the user must create a 
new quotation. If a quotation is older than 30 days, an icon is displayed 
next to the creation date in the list with the existing quotations. 
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3. Order a vehicle 
 
The order a vehicle option is not available for all users. This option must 
be activated by the Fleet Manager for it to be visible in the user interface. 
 
If this option is activated, the user must complete an order form by clicking 
the 'Order' link in the quotations list (in 'My quotations') or with the 'Order' 
button (in the ‘Result’ section). 

 
 

       
 
The user must enter the latest information in the order form to place the order 
for the car: 

• Contact details of the driver, 
• Colour of the vehicle (interior and paint colour), 
• Contact details of the dealer (if not selected by LeasePlan) 
• Optional details about provisional car 
• Specialist winter tyres 

 
 
When all the mandatory fields are completed, the user confirms the order by 
clicking the 'Order' button at the bottom of the order form. 
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There are two options: the user orders his vehicle directly, or he orders it 
through an approval procedure. 
 

3.1 What happens if a user orders his vehicle directly? 
In this case, the completed form must be e-mailed directly to LeasePlan (and 
specifically to the Fleet Advisor) with the responsible Fleet Manager in cc. 
 

3.2 What happens if a vehicle is ordered through an approval procedure? 
In this case, the Fleet Manager is informed by e-mail that the user (in cc) 
wants to order a vehicle. The Fleet Manager is requested to check the 
quotation online and to finalise the order, unless the quotation does not meet 
the requirements of the company policy. 
 
 

3.3 How can an ordered vehicle be identified in the quotations list? 
When a vehicle is ordered, a  icon is displayed in the row of the 
corresponding quotation in the ‘My quotations’ section. 
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4. Manage my user settings 

4.1 How to change the number of displayed results per page? 
When a list of items is displayed in Internet Quotations (e.g. options, model 
versions, etc.), the program shows 25 results per page by default and several 
pages are generated when there are more than 25 results. The user can 
increase or decrease the number of results to be displayed per page. A button 
is available at the bottom of each page to modify the number of results per 
page: 
 
 
 
 
 

4.2 How do you receive a confirmation e-mail when you request an official 
quotation in PDF? 
The user can request an official quotation with all the details about the 
chosen vehicle. This quotation is prepared in PDF format. (If you want to know 
how you can request a PDF quotation, see Check quotation results and 
request an official quotation in PDF.) 
 

4.2.1 Receive a confirmation e-mail 
The PDF quotation can be consulted in Internet Quotations, but it may take a 
few minutes after the creation request for the quotation to appear online. For 
this reason, the user can request that he is informed by e-mail about the 
availability. 
To receive this confirmation, the user must go to ‘My profile’ and click 
'Settings'. In this menu, the user must choose 'Yes' under the following 
parameters 

 
When these parameters have been chosen, the user can confirm the changes.  
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If a PDF quotation was requested, an e-mail is sent automatically to the user's 
e-mail address. 

 

4.2.2 Receive an e-mail with the PDF quotation as attachment 
In addition to the option of receiving a confirmation e-mail, the prepared PDF 
quotation can also be sent as attachment. 
To receive this quotation by e-mail, the user must go to ‘My profile’ and click 
'Settings'. In this menu, the user must choose 'Yes' under the following 
parameters 

When these parameters have been chosen, the user can confirm the changes. 
If a PDF quotation was requested, the PDF is sent automatically as 
attachment to the user's e-mail address. 
 
 

4.2.3 Send the e-mail (with or without attachment) to a different e-mail address 
All e-mails are sent by default to the e-mail address entered in ‘My profile’. 

 
 
The user can choose a different e-mail address for sending the confirmation 
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e-mail or the attachment (e.g. a personal e-mail address) when a PDF 
quotation is requested. To add a second e-mail address, the user must go to 
‘My profile’ and click 'Settings'. In this menu he must click 'Yes' under ‘Also 
send to a different address’ and enter the e-mail address to be used: 

 
After choosing these parameters and entering the e-mail address, the user 
must confirm this modification. Subsequently, all e-mails will be sent 
automatically to the user's second e-mail address when a PDF quotation is 
requested. 


